10 FACTS ABOUT FILE SHARING IN CHINA

1. File sharers in China downloaded and shared at least one file in P2P file sharing networks.

2. Global share. In 2017, China has the second highest share of file sharers in the world, right behind America (14.5%).

3. Most-used clients. More than 95% of file sharers in China prefer downloads other file sharing clients.

4. Most popular content types. But what exactly do they download and share when they go online? To see what file shared in China reach the figures into concert types.


6. Most popular games. More than 15% of P2P users in China like games!

7. Most popular artists. Making music files were to be important to file shared in the same, with 14% of P2P users sharing music files.

8. Most popular TV series. Top 5 most downloaded and shared music artists:
   - Eminem
   - Pink Floyd
   - Radiohead
   - Snoop Dogg
   - Bad Religion

9. Cities with the highest number of P2P users.

10. Most-used ISP. File sharers in China most frequently access on Internet for uploads and downloads through the following ISPs.
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